
SSIA COVID-19 INDUSTRY 
SURVEY (Mar 2020) 



Overview	

•  Considering the COVID-19 situation, SSIA have conducted an industry wide 
pulse survey (including non-members) to understand the following on 16 Mar 
2020: 

1.  impact of COVID-19 to current business 
2.  challenges companies will face should the situation escalates 

•  We have responses from over 30 companies, covering several sectors, 
including MNCs and SMEs from the semiconductor industry. 



Pulse	Survey	Questions	

1.  What aspects of your business are affected by the Covid-19 pandemic so far? 
2.  Does your company encounter any difficulties on manpower? If so, please elaborate. 
3.  What kind of measures or support would you like to have to cushion the impact of the 

pandemic on your company (short-term and long-term)? 
4.  Does the Covid-19 situation impact your business strategies planning? (e.g. China strategy, 

allocation of resources, workforce development strategy, etc) 
5.  If the DORSCON level is changed to red (by then major disruptions e.g. work from home 

orders are expected), what aspects of your business will be affected most? 
6.  What measures or support would you like to have before or during the period with the 

DORSCON red level? 
7.  Do you have any questions or information needed which are relevant to the current 

COVID-19 situation? 



COVID-19	Impact	to	Current	Business	

•  Majority of respondent is concern of 
COVID-19 to their supply chain, both 
globally and locally. The other areas of 
concern is manpower and logistic/ freight 
support due to the various lockdown across 
the world. This is especially worst for 
manufacturing plants. 

•  There are few companies who delayed 
plans in technology transfers and R&D due 
to the difficulty in getting their staff to travel 
for the technology transfer. 

•  Some companies have raised concern for 
drop in work productivity due to WFH, SHN, 
quarantine and longer MC duration. 



Manpower	Concern	
•  The Malaysian’s MCO has significant impact to 

the manpower needs for most companies, 
especially those running operations. The MCO is 
creating workforce shortages, and challenges in 
housing Malaysians who are staying in 
Singapore. 

•  Because of the shortage in manpower due to 
MCO and foreign countries restriction to travel, 
companies are trying to hire locally but is seeing 
that as another challenge. 

•  Companies also raised concern in bringing 
workers back from other countries, who are not 
able to return to Singapore because their entry 
permit has been rejected. 

•  Other concerns include drop in workforce 
productivity due to WFH 



Impact	to	Business	Strategy	
•  One concern we see is the impact of COVID-19 forcing companies to rethink their business strategy for 

the year, both immediate and long term. Generally, this applies to both SME and MNC. 

•  All respondents agree that the COVID-19 situation will make them look at their business strategy in this 
areas. 
•  Business planning for forecast – downplay  
•  Manpower utilization 
•  Postponement of R&D and tech transfer projects 
•  BCP to include telecommute infrastructure integrated into business 
•  Diversifying supply chain 
•  Delaying product launches 
•  Delay in business expansion, including expanding overseas 
•  Cost savings 



What	if	DORCON	RED…	

•  Many of the companies are calling for a minimal workforce to be back at work to keep operations 
running should we go to DORCON red. 

•  Businesses hope to get a pre-warning prior to turning the alert to red. They would also seek for further 
financial assistance, both for worker’s salary and other areas of business, such as rentals etc. 



Short	Term	Support	Needed	



Long	Term	Support	Needed	



Semiconductor	Business	as	“Essential	Business”	
•  Based on the study, many companies are worried about their business 

operations should the COVID-19 situation worsen. SSIA has since 
written to the Singapore government seeking their support to recognize 
the semiconductor operations and its supply chain as essential 
businesses should the COVID-19 situation escalate.  

•  We have also supplemented our letter with a global joint statement 
from over 9 countries semiconductor industry associations. This 
includes the semiconductor industry association from Singapore, US, 
Japan, EU, Chinese Taipei, Korea, China and industry groups that 
represent Malaysia and the Philippines (letter on the left). 

•  One of our member company have since echoed and support our call 
by separately writing to Singapore government too. 

•  On 3 Apr 2020, the semiconductor industry is recognized by Singapore 
government as essential under the circuit breaker measures. 



Thank you! 


